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LIVERPOOL FC YOUTH ACADEMY’S 
SYNTHETIC TURF INSTALLATIONS
Liverpool FC are maintaining since many years a strong enthusiasm towards their youth 
academy and bringing young talents up to the professional squad of players. They have 
been breaking new grounds as their academy was the first purpose-built academy in Britain, 
which was unveiled in January 1999. Situated on a large industrial estate in Kirkby on the 
outskirts of Liverpool, the centre boasts ten grass pitches and a specialist goalkeeping area; 
four of the pitches are floodlit, and all feature full drainage and irrigation systems.

Having proved that they are among the very best 
clubs in the Premier League in terms of producing 
players in-house for the professional team, 
enabling the emergence of club legends (Gerrard, 
Owen, Carragher, Fowler) and more recently 
young talents (Sterling, Flanagan), Liverpool FC 
are looking to maintain this status and important 
capability for a professional football club. This 
obviously supposes being at the forefront in terms 
of training and development facilities for the 
youngsters.

In this regard, October 1998 saw the completion of 
the construction of a full-size Monotex synthetic 
turf pitch after decision from LFC’s academy 
directors, this was followed in July 1999 with the 
installation of the surface in their indoor area. 
As the club leaders were delighted with how 
the quality of the turf has been developed and 
improved, was installed a new synthetic turf system 
at the Academy’s training ground in 2009. Indeed, 
after over a decade of heavy use, Academy staff 
realised that the surface was beginning to look 
tired and would need replacing. The club was 

aware there had been many developments in 
surface and fibre technology since 1998, they were 
anxious to ensure the Academy had the very best 
surface available.

This last turf system is the worldwide leader in 
terms of FIFA Recommended 2 Star certifications. 
John Owens, the former manager of the FC 
Liverpool Academy was pleased: “the first time we 
used it, we knew it was exactly what we needed.”

LFC took this turf replacement very seriously as 
they embarked on a programme of research and 
evaluation of surface systems in use within the 
professional game. Indeed, the Academy talked 
to current users of various new surfacing systems 
to learn from their experiences. They carried out a 
number of visits to installations to enable Academy 
staff to assess at first hand their suitability. Ged 
Poynton, Stadium and Operations Manager said 
about the replacement decision: “It was an easy 
decision to make because this (new turf ) was an 
improved version of an already well tried, tested 
and high performing surface”.

7pm - Wednesday 28 October  
Hyatt Hotel - Köln - Germany

Limited space available - book now! 
Contact natasja@theesto.com to secure your place today.

ESTO invites you to attend 
the Big Turf Networking Party, 
the biggest event of the year 
for the entire global synthetic 
turf industry, taking place on 
Wednesday 28th October at the 
Hyatt Hotel, Köln.

The event promises to be a great opportunity 
for networking and socialising with 
industry members, as well as a chance to 
acknowledge leaders and success stories 
within the sector through the ESTO Awards 
Hall of Fame, which will be announced during 
the evening.
Tickets will include all refreshments (deluxe 
buffet and unlimited drink) and are priced 
at 600 EUR for a 10 person package or 80 
EUR per person when booked by 30th April. 
Standard price will be 1200 EUR (10 person 
package) or 120 EUR per person.  
This event will sell out, so please book early 
to avoid disappointment.
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SYNTHETIC 
TURF: INJURY 
RISK OR PLAYER 
PERCEPTION?
BONAR YARNS & FABRICS LTD

Synthetic turf has been a controversial subject for 
many years, partly due to the varying opinions and 
misconceptions regarding increased risk of injury 
within professional and non-professional sport.

Although benefits associated with synthetic turf include visual 
attractiveness, increased revenue, community support and 
maintenance, there are those who argue against an artificial 
surface. Many players, coaches and trainers have previously 
expressed concerns when installing a synthetic field, with injury 
being a primary factor.

This continuous dispute, predominantly in football, lingers 
and affects the reputation of turf in top level sport regardless 
of the all-weather playing possibilities, increased revenue and 
consistency of play a 3G surface would bring to a club. In fact, 
media coverage has highlighted increased injury risk as one of 
the key concerns surrounding this year’s Women’s FIFA World Cup. 
This stigma attached to turf is so influential that players are taking 
legal action against FIFA in the hope of having the tournament 
played on natural grass, emphasising player’s rejection of 
synthetic turf and their view on its suitability in prestigious sport.

While this was previously the case, due to low fibre density 
and abrasive infill choices, 3G pitches are now technically more 
advanced. Through fine-tuned lab processes and rigorous testing 
protocols, synthetic turf can now offer surfaces a unique balance 
of durability, resilience and skin friendliness – meaning that some 
of the best surfaces in the world are now artificial including; 
Real Madrid, Arsenal, Montreal Olympic Stadium, Saracens 
and Newcastle Falcons. These surfaces allow consistently high 
performing playing characteristics to ensure the risk of injury is 
significantly reduced.

Over the past few years there have been copious 
amounts of independent and governing body 
research into injury risk, which have compared injury 
statistics on synthetic turf and grass for various sports 
– instead making more of a link between negative 
player perception and injuries.

The results from the Journal of Sports Medicine, in 
particular, show that throughout 1.5 million hours 
of play and almost 10,000 injuries, more than 75% of 
injuries occurred on a natural grass surface.

Further research highlighted that when injuries from 
both training and matches were combined, the risk of 
injury on artificial turf was 10-14% lower than natural 
grass – a result which may have surprised many, due 
to the controversy surrounding synthetic surfaces in 
professional sport.

The majority of information dispels the myth 
surrounding artificial turf, instead drawing links 
between player prejudice and injury. A player’s 
style of play is more likely to be altered due to 
predetermined perceptions, regarding the surface 
quality, putting them at an increased risk.

“There was always a concern 
around installing a 3G/4G 
pitch and studies stating that 
they are more injury prone – 
we’ve not found that.”
Laura Tulloch 
Senior Physiotherapist 
Saracens Rugby Club

As a result of amplified industry expectations and 
standards, turf systems have become technically 
advanced, taking into consideration player comfort 
and skin friendliness – combating future threat of 
injury.

This opinion of little to no injury risk on artificial turf 
has been held within the synthetic turf industry for 
years and is now finding its way into professional 
sport. One example of this is English Premiership 
Rugby team Saracens, which has had its 3G pitch for 
over a year. Laura Tulloch, Senior Physiotherapist at 
the club explained:

‘There was always a concern around installing a 
3G/4G pitch and studies stating that they are more 
injury prone – we’ve not found that. We haven’t found 
a particular correlation between the change in our 
injury history and the new pitch.’

In spite of the dispute regarding the inclusion of 
synthetic turf within professional sport, the majority 
of governing bodies including IRB, FA and FIFA are 
becoming increasingly more aware and accepting 
towards its use. One example of this is the FA Facility 
Fund which donated £34 million towards improving 
the nations grassroots facilities.

This, on top of government research, shows artificial 
turf poses no genuine threat of injury and general 
concerns are misplaced.

Synthetic turf has come an long way since its 
introduction and is still continuing to improve. With 
3G’s effect on performance, economic impact and 
sustainability increasingly understood the sporting 
industry can expect to see artificial turf used in many 
more venues and applications in the future.

Rather than a focus on the surface itself, there can 
be more of a focus on the game at hand – natural 
or synthetic.
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LUSH GREEN WITH A 
PLEASANT LOOK AND FEEL
POLYTAN GMBH
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MANCHESTER ENTERPRISE ACADEMY 
TO HELP GROW SPECIAL TALENT
SUPPORTED BY NEW SYNTHETIC TURF PITCHES
Clubs and communities in general, involved in the sports world, do attach importance to facilities and tools used to 
play any sports. This is because of general concerns ranging from health and safety, quality of the sport experience, 
or better player development. This is why renovations have been taking place recently at the Manchester Enterprise 
Academy, a school sponsored by the Manchester United Foundation, with academy status located south of 
Manchester, aiming to produce young football players. Such renovations were the installation of five new synthetic turf 
pitches that replaced sand-based ones that were more than 15 years old and therefore obsolete and damaged.

These new synthetic pitches were met with significant support as 
the most successful manager in the history of the Barclays Premier 
League, Sir Alex Ferguson himself, inaugurated them.  These sports 
facilities renovation were possible thanks to a grant of more than 
£100,000 from the Premier League & the FA Facilities Fund, covering 
half the total cost of project. This fact demonstrates efforts put into 
delivering quality sporting fields to the local community for better 
playing conditions and players’ technical abilities development.

The synthetic turf pitches can be used all year round by the school 
and local community, such as Premier League Kicks sessions 
delivered by the Manchester United Foundation. The venue will also 
provide a valuable training facility for local grassroots clubs, such 
as Wythenshawe Town, Sporting St John JFC and Benchill Celtic FC. 
These facilities received wide praise, including by Sir Alex Ferguson: 
“these new playing surfaces at the Manchester Enterprise Academy 
are first-class,” he said. “They will get more people playing the game 

and help to develop local talent”.  “It will also help youngsters in 
this part of Manchester hone their skills and improve their technical 
development, which would certainly be hampered by having to 
play on a boggy, waterlogged pitch. So who knows, we may see 
another golden generation of talented youngsters developed here 
as a result,” he also added, seemingly referring to past generations of 
Manchester United players, including the famous “class of 92” players 
which helped the manager to gain huge success.

Headteacher of Manchester Enterprise Academy James Eldon said: 
“We are thrilled to be able to offer a first class facility to our students 
and the wider community. The pitches are outstanding and we 
are very excited to see Manchester Enterprise Academy, with help 
from Manchester United Foundation, develop into a major hub for 
football development and coaching in the North West.”

Compared with natural grass, modern synthetic turf systems 
distinguish themselves in part due to their cost-effectiveness.

Durable and easy to clean, they can be played on all year round. In order to further 
improve their appearance, feel and wear protection, Polytan has developed the 
versatile LigaGrass Pro CoolPlus. Owing to these and other positive properties, it can 
be described as another major step in the development of textured turf systems. The 
system is particularly suitable for sports facilities which are used intensively, such as 
publicly accessible communal facilities.

New fibre geometry makes for a more pleasant look and feel. The filaments are not 
rectangular – as is currently the case for textured (crimped) turf – but have a triangular 
cross-section. This creates flexible ends that, despite texturing, are soft to the touch. 

Moreover, the thickness and width of the fibres was increased compared to the 
predecessor LigaGrass. Both of these factors protect against wear and tear and 
provide a dense, uniform playing surface. The ability to now uniformly texture and 
bulk up even thicker filaments, which do not have a rectangular cross-section, is 
down to the new Polytan PreciTex technology.

Another special feature of LigaGrass Pro CoolPlus are its two-tone fibres. These create 
a rich shade of green and so make the synthetic turf appear more natural. This is the 
first crimped Polytan synthetic turf system to offer this BiColour design. Another 
advantage is the CoolPlus function, which has been tried and tested for several years 
now. Pigments on the filaments reflect sunlight, thus delaying and reducing the 
potential increase of temperature on the playing field. The larger reflective surface on 
textured synthetic turf systems contributes to this effect.

The LigaGrass Pro CoolPlus turf system has been available since November 2014 with 
a sand-rubber filling and as a sand-filled variant and meets all the significant tests 
and certifications required by EN, DIN and RAL as well as FIFA and FIH (International 
Hockey Federation).



GUSSIE PARK  
RE-DEVELOPMENT:  
GA ENGINEERING ARENA
BONAR YARNS & FABRICS LTD

CARLOW INSTITUTE OF 
TECHNOLOGY AND ITS 
SYNTHETIC TURF PITCH

Last week the new development at Dundee United’s Gussie Park, now known as GA 
Engineering Arena, had its official opening. After a £300,000 investment to create a new 
state-of-the-art 3G FIFA two star training surface and refurbishment of the changing areas, 
Dundee United are now ready to showcase the new facilities.

The Carlow Institute of Technology, 
located in the South Leinster area of 
Ireland, was established as such in 1970. 
It notably provides courses to about 
4000 students. During the last few years, 
the college engaged itself into investing 
to improve the facilities of its campus. 
One priority for these investments was 
to provide a synthetic turf pitch in order 
to offer a premium sports facility, usable 
all year, to its students. 

The GA Engineering Arena is at the centre of Dundee 
United Football Club’s youth and community 
programmes, as well as acting as the main hub for 
club training and possible future championship 
matches. Hundreds of people and organisations that 
use the Arena will benefit from playing on a top-
quality surface, which features our highly durable 
and resilient MN Ultra grass yarn fibres, suitable for 
Champions League football. The surface was also 
considered, by various attendees at the opening, to 
be the best synthetic surface in the country.

The project which started in early December, was 
manufactured and installed by SIS Pitches and was 
complete within seven weeks. The re-development 
consisted of uplifting the old 3G surface, cleaning 
and checking the macadam base, drilling holes 
through the base to enhance the drainage system, 
installing a 15mm in-situ shockpad and the 
installation of SIS Rugger 60 product – featuring 
Bonar Yarns MN Ultra yarn. 

To ensure the surface met with the stringent FIFA 
two star certification, the surface was tested by an 
independent testing institute.

Cameron Thomson, SIS Project Manager for Gussie 
Park stated:

‘The FIFA two star pitch that we have installed to such 
a high standard will benefit the youth teams that will 
play on it and further more enhance Dundee United’s 
reputation of nurturing young Scottish talent which it 
is renowned for.’

Dundee United Academy teams from Under 10s to 
Under 17s will now be centred at the arena. The Club’s 
nationwide renowned J League which is open to 
children from the age of five years old upwards will 
also resume activity from the first weekend in March. 
The pitch will also be available for private hire and as 
such is expected attract the attention of a number of 
teams from local companies and other work places 
who enjoy the recreational side of the game but also 
appreciate playing football on a first class surface.

This new surface was therefore installed during 
the 2011 summer.  It was indeed important that 
students could play and coach even in the winter 
months, which is guaranteed by the presence 
of this pitch, especially since the Institute hosts 
sports management and coaching courses 
approved by the Football Association of Ireland.

This synthetic turf pitch has achieved FIFA 2-star 
certification for the 2014-2015 period and is 
expected to perform for another considerable 
amount of years to come thanks to its base, 
a shock pad installed to promote long term 
performance and safety. As to the surface, it 
features a two-tone monofilament carpet that 
has already proven its quality at Manchester 
United’s training ground at Carrington for 
example.

As a result, Carlow IT’s students can enjoy a pitch 
that has the ability to support their footballing 
development all by itself, as well as hosting 
goalkeeper training sessions, which we know 
can put a pitch through a lot. In fact, the I. T. 
football coaching staff was very much delighted 
at the opening of the pitch as they saw its 
potential to deliver profound skills development 
to players. Outside football, Gaelic games are 
also taking place on the field. In addition, the 
facility has generated significant interest and 
hosted sports clubs from the surrounding area to 
use it outside the Institute’s using hours. 

RIUDOMS 
NEW TRAINING CENTER 
AND TECHNICAL HUB OF 
THE CATALAN FOOTBALL 
FEDERATION

Following an agreement between the Catalan 
Football Federation and the Catalan town of Ríudoms 
in 2013, it was decided that this town located in the 
province of Tarragona, Catalonia, would host the 
Federation’s football academy and technical hub.

For several seasons, the football clubs and soccer 
camps that were using the two grass pitches on 
display at the Ríudoms centre were demanding the 
replacement of the grass for synthetic turf. This was 
because this surface would better suit the needs of 
the different entities using it as it would allow more 
games to be played without any damage done and 
would minimize the maintenance costs.

The installation of the two last generation synthetic 
turf pitches was part of the plan to make Ríudoms 
sports centre a football hub for the Catalan Football 
Federation. This upgrade of the complex was also 
accompanied with improved lighting installations 
(for possible television broadcasts) and extensions of 
the locker rooms. These constructions and upgrades 
were developed during 2014 and were valued at € 1.2 
million, being mainly funded by the Federation with a 
small percentage of it being funded by the Council of 
Riudoms.
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HYSTERIA CLOUDING 
SENSE AT WOMEN’S FIFA 
WORLD CUP
BONAR YARNS & FABRICS LTD

With the row over synthetic pitches at the 2015 Women’s FIFA World Cup currently blown 
over, more mutterings are expected when the tournament kicks off. Taking advantage of the 
hiatus, the frustrated synthetic turf industry is looking to have a reasoned debate over the 
issue as it believes many of the points raised in October were based on dated information.

KING FAHAD 
ACADEMY 3G 
INSTALLATION
BONAR YARNS & FABRICS LTD

The new 3G pitch installation at the 
King Fahad Academy, a typical urban 
city school, was completed this month 
by Act Global and their partner Verde 
Recreo – utilising our advanced and 
highly durable MN Ultra grass yarn 
fibres. The project was undertaken to 
ensure all 1,500 pupils, which previously 
had limited to no outdoor space 
available, had access to a sports field.

The existing area was originally a tarmac playground 
used for various sports including netball, tennis and 
occasionally football; however this type of surface 
was not acceptable for playing sports. After taking 
on board the clients requirements Verde Recreo 
were employed to design and create a fully fenced 
synthetic surface area suitable for various sports 
but mainly for football, as this remains a large 
requirement of the school.

Act Global’s Xtreme Turf SX50 surface was chosen 
after viewing a few previously installed pitches at 
various FIFA Two star projects carried out by Verde 
Recreo, including Somervale School and Merthyr 
Town FC. The surface colour and desired feel were 
among other reasons for choosing the Xtreme Turf 
grass carpet, as these key components not only 
ensured a great visual appeal but also comfort in the 
fact that the pitch would be skin friendly for pupils.

The work included in the project spanned from 
ripping up existing tarmac base, re-grading to suit 
new levels, installing a complete new drainage 
system, to new kerb lines, importing and installing a 
new dynamic base layer and a complete new 3mtr 
high fence. To ensure the highest quality surface for 
the academy a 20mm in-situ shockpad layer was 
installed before finally completing the pitch with 
the Xtreme Turf SX 50mm carpet with lines for 5 v 5 
football + 9 v 9 Football.

The project started on site week commencing 5th 
January, and took full advantage of the dry January 
weather completing the project within 26 working 
days. A great final pitch with the unique balance 
between durability, resilience and skin friendliness 
to ensure the King Fahad Academy can achieve 
expectations when it comes to sport.

Bryn Lee is Commercial Director at Bonar Yarns, the 
synthetic yarn supplier to the field installed by Act 
Global at the Montreal Olympic Stadium, which was 
used in last year’s U-20 Women’s World Cup and will be 
used in 2015 tournament. He explained,

‘Opinions on 3G’s inferiority to natural grass are largely 
emotional rather than logical since many of the 
objections raised have been robustly disproved. It is 
so frustrating that the types of playing surfaces have 
moved on exponentially yet the prejudice against 
them hasn’t. Many of us can remember the awful 
plastic pitches from our youth – and certainly no one 
should ever have to play a sport like football on those. 
However people objecting to synthetic surfaces should 
be aware that they are often perpetuating ignorance 
with no regard for the advances that have been made.’

For the players preparing for the Women’s World 
Cup, three themes underpinned their opposition, 
yet all can be dispelled by looking at artificial turf’s 
inherent benefits and the extensive research into its 
characteristics. 

1. Synthetic pitches alter how the game is 
played

No and certainly not in the negative way many 
believe. The ball travels across the surface naturally 
and tactics need no adaption from natural grass to 
3G. Additionally, the greater stability and weather 
resistance provided by the turf facilitates improved 
ball control.

2. The risk of injury is increased on artificial turf

The biggest concern amongst players is 
simultaneously the biggest misconception. The yarns 
used in synthetic surfaces are incredibly soft and 
industry research, as well as practical application, 
has shown no link between 3G and increased injury 
risk. Today’s turf offers improved shock absorption 
and must comply with Head Impact Criteria (HIC) 
guidelines. Rugby giant, Saracens, which installed a 
synthetic pitch at its Allianz Park stadium over a year 
ago, has seen no change in its injury record, in a sport 
with far greater body-to-surface contact. 

3. Synthetic pitches are inferior for international 
competition

Not only are they good enough for one of European 
rugby’s biggest teams but they are arguably superior 
to some of the pitches used in the Champions League 
today. The durability of the turf ensures the quality is 
always consistent and it provides a safe, true and fast 
surface ideal for today’s sport.

The synthetic turf debate will surface again between 
now and the tournament’s July start date. However 
this time the players need only look at facts, rather 
than believe the hysteria, when they next come to 
question 3G’s credentials. With the surface garnering 
increasing support and industry approval across sport 
with every passing year, there is strong evidence to 
convince the naysayers that they need not worry.
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Semi-professional football club Merthyr 
Town FC, part of the English Football 
league, has a long tradition. They have 
managed to overcome some recent hurdles 
and raise the necessary funding to install a 
synthetic turf pitch.

MERTHYR 
TOWN FC
BONAR YARNS & FABRICS LTD

ANDRES 
ESCOBAR 
SPORTS 
COMPLEX
BONAR YARNS & FABRICS LTD

Total will be showcasing their polyolefin 
solutions for artificial turf applications during 
the AMI Grass Yarn & Tufters Forum that will be 
held 17-19 February 2015 in Vienna, Austria. 
Speak to our experts and discover our latest 
products at the table top exhibition that will 
run throughout the three day conference. 
One week before, fibre application specialist 
Pieter Geeurickx will be presenting latest 
developments in metallocene polyethylene for 
grass yarn at the Colloque SFIP/CNEP/ENSCCF: 
Les matériaux polymères dans le domaine du 
sport et des équipements sportifs, on 11-12 of 
February 2015 in Clermont-Ferrand, France. We 
look forward to meeting you…

The new Xtreme Turf 3G pitch was manufactured 
by Act Global, FIFA preferred producer, and 
features our uniquely balanced MN Ultra yarn 
fibres to provide a state-of-the-art surface. 
Installed by Act Global partners, Verde Recreo, the 
new pitch reaches FIFA Two Star Certification – the 
highest available for football fields.

Along with their partner Verde Recreo, Act Global 
worked with the Club for more than two years 
to bring the project to completion. Within weeks 
of opening, Merthyr Town FC was able to hold 
a soccer school during the half-term holidays, 
and invited 300 local children to enjoy the new 
facilities.

This additional footfall around the Club has 
already generated more interest and more 
revenue as a result, with Merthyr Town FC looking 
forward to a sustainable future.

The Xtreme Turf DX60 is a high-performing turf system, 
composed of both monofilament and fibrillated yarn 
to encompass the key qualities of both fibers. The DX60 
system offers the most resilient grass-like fibers, proven 
by extensive wear testing. The artificial grass blend 
provides a natural appearance while offering optimal 
performance, comfort and durability. Based on FIFA 
Laboratory Test results, Xtreme Turf DX60 achieves high 
marks on all measures.

The new surface, received a FIFA** certificate – 
guaranteeing a top level pitch for elite sports. Another 
noteable sporting achievement for Bonar Yarns and Act 
Global.

TOTAL TO PRESENT ITS “YARN 
CHEMISTRY” AT AMI AND SFIP 
CONFERENCES IN FEBRUARY 2015
TOTAL REFINING & CHEMICALS

The new Xtreme Turf DX60 pitch at Andres 
Escobar Sports Complex, in Medellin – 
Colombia, was recently completed this 
month. Manufactured by Act Global 
and installed by PSport systems, the 
high quality football pitch features our 
extremely durable MN Ultra yarn fibres.

3 FOOTBALL INSTALLATIONS IN 
NOORDOOSTPOLDER
BONAR YARNS & FABRICS LTD

Manufactured by Act Global and installed by 
Sallandse Wegenbouw, the three projects were 
completed in just under two months with each 
installation comprising of ground/base work for 
the new synthetic surface, a new drainage system, 
new ground foundations, fencing, lighting and 
pavements.

Each pitch is equipped with Act Global’s 
Xtreme Turf Premier SX60 which utilizes our 
MN Ultra yarn, guaranteeing exceptional 
performance features in accordance with the 

highest international FIFA requirements for the 
implementation of sport facilities. This ensures 
that the surfaces are suited to top-level sporting 
professionals.

After receiving a number of bids from 
various companies to carry out the project, 
the community chose Xtreme Turf SX60 and 
Sallandse to finalise the three state-of-the-
art synthetic surfaces. A notable sporting 
achievement for all involved.

Last September our durable MN Ultra grass yarn fibres were featured in three new 
synthetic football pitches, over in the Netherlands. The three fields were for NL football 
clubs sv Marknesse, sv Ens and vv Tollebeek, to be utilised by the entire community of 
Noordoostpolder as well as enhancing player performance for each of the clubs.
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ELITE STANDARD HOCKEY 
PITCH AT THE UNIVERSITY  
OF EXETER
Back in July 2012, The University of Exeter had unveiled a brand new synthetic turf hockey 
pitch supplied by a leading synthetic turf manufacturer. Boasting some of the best 
facilities in the South West, the University of Exeter’s Sports Park has become a regional 
sports hub for students and local residents alike. This is far from ending as this new pitch 
has now added to the quality and importance of this sports complex.

The University of Exeter is a leading UK university 
in terms of sports excellence. Indeed, facts such 
as its recent £8.5 million investment into the 
development of its sport facilities, its number one 
ranking in sports science and of its hockey teams in 
the 2012/2013 BUCS standings tend to prove that. 
Therefore, to meet the University’s standards and 
the specific performance criteria laid out by the 
International Hockey Federation, this new state-of-
the-art synthetic turf was necessary.

Benefits brought by this new hockey surface range 
from a longer life expectancy than any other 
product on the market to a performance level that 
also stands out in the market. Indeed, this hockey 
field is manufactured from a unique texturized 
monofilament. This advanced fibre technology 
has produced a grain-free playing surface that 

allows the ball to travel smoothly in any direction 
as well as allowing the player to pull the stick in all 
directions without noticeable grabbing or catching 
on the surface.

As a result, while complying with the FIH national 
standard, this new field guarantees the best 
conditions for elite level hockey, international 
matches and tournaments. Phil Attwell, Director of 
sport at the University of Exeter commented: “We 
are delighted with the installation of the synthetic 
sports surface which has been used many times 
already and will continue to be used for many years 
to come. We can now continue to host a number 
of regional and national competitions as well as 
increasing the number of elite level fixtures that 
can take place at the University.”

THE SONERA 
STADIUM IN 
HELSINKI

A FIRST-TIME 
PROJECT FOR 
WOMEN’S 
FOOTBALL IN 
GERMANY

The Sonera Stadium is a football ground in the Finnish 
capital Helsinki. The stadium was opened in year 
2000 and can accommodate 10,766 spectators, all 
seated and covered. It is the home ground to the most 
successful Finnish football club in history, HJK Helsinki, 
which is more than a hundred years old and has won 
27 Finnish Championship titles. The stadium also hosts 
home games of another Helsinki-based football club 
playing in the Veikkausliiga (Finnish first division), 
HIFK Fotboll, founded in 1897. It is also used for some 
international friendly matches by the Finnish national 
team. Therefore, this ground appears as one of the 
most prominent in the country.

The Sonera Stadium has the particularity of being 
located right next to the Helsinki Olympic Stadium, 
which makes the location a major sports hub in Finland. 
Like many other stadiums hosting Veikkausliiga 
matches, this ground features a synthetic turf pitch 
that perfectly suits the Scandinavian climate. In this 
regard, the venue is quite special as it hosted the first 
synthetic turf pitch used by FIFA for official competitions 
during the Under 17 World championship 2003. Since 
then, it has kept this type of surface with notable 
replacements in July 2006 and in 2011 for new state-
of-the-art systems, both continuously  obtaining the “2 
Stars”certification by FIFA.

The stadium was also one of the venues hosting the 
2009 UEFA Women’s Championship, although natural 
grass was laid for that tournament.  As the venue is 
fairly recent and is modern, it is equipped with a main 
stand that can be heated as well as an undersoil heating 
for the playing surface, which contributes to make it a 
venue of a high standard for international football.

The Tönnies Arena is a football stadium located in Rheda-
Wiedenbrück, Germany. This ground of a capacity of 
3,562 spectators was inaugurated in September 2012 
with a synthetic turf pitch. It was opened in the presence 
of Franz Beckenbauer with a game -the Ruhr derby- 
between FC Schalke 04 and Borussia Dortmund.

 It is actually located on the premises of the food 
industry company Tönnies which is headquartered 
in Rheda-Wiedenbrück and gives its name to the 
ground. The stadium hosts the games of women’s 
football club FSV Gütersloh 2009, playing in women’s 
second division and sponsored by Tönnies, but also 
those of operating teams of the company and the 
youth teams of the FSC Rheda.

As to its synthetic turf, it is the first one used in top 
tier women’s football in Germany. It needed a special 
authorization by the DFB (German Football Federation) 
which was granted. This required all the respective 
opponents in German women’s football to agree to the 
venue, which they did.

Technically speaking, the synthetic turf pitch which has 
FIFA 2-Star certification, is completed with pitch infill 
made from SBR rubber granules coated with a layer of 
polyurethane coloured in green, which gives the pitch 
a more natural appearance, and helps to reduce odours 
when the weather is hot.  Mostly, the surface consists 
of monofilament fibres of a thickness and shape so as 
to offer the best durability as well as softness, to reduce 
skin abrasion of players. This pitch is looking to be a 
useful tool to help develop women’s football even more 
in Germany by offering entertaining matches, thanks 
to its quality and consistency, which may inspire more 
people to follow and get involved.eople to follow and 
get involved.
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FIFA GOAL PROJECT:  
MALAWI TECHNICAL CENTRE
BONAR YARNS & FABRICS LTD

Manufactured and installed by Act Global, the new 
surface features Bonar Yarns resilient MN Spine fibres 
as part of the Xtreme Turf S60 construction, and 
was supplied by Act Global as part of the FIFA Goal 
Project. These projects enable member associations 
to fulfil developments, which help advance football in 
their respective countries.

FIFA awarded Malawi the grant based on their event 
management performance, financial prudence and 
popularity of football, as football is the leading sport 
in this region; however the country has a shortage of 
quality playing surfaces.

Act Global was selected for the project because of 
their high-quality artificial turf and commitment to 
FIFA international performance standards, in turn 
Act Global chose Bonar yarns grass fibres due to 
their trust in our yarn characteristics and capabilities. 
Act had previously fulfilled a comparable FIFA Goal 
project at Kamuzu Stadium, also in Blantyre, Malawi.

SYNTHETIC TURF IN TURKISH 
SUPER LEAGUE

Kasımpaşa Spor is a Turkish football 
club founded in 1921 and playing in the 
Turkish top tier, the Süper Lig. It is one of 
the many clubs based in Istanbul, among 
those like major clubs Fenerbahçe, 
Galatasaray or Beşiktaş. The club plays its 
home games in the Recep Tayyip Erdoğan 
Stadium, more commonly known as the 
Kasımpaşa Stadium, which can host up 
to 14,234 spectators. During the last 
decade, Kasımpaşa have been going up 
and down between the top three leagues 
of Turkish football, getting relegated but 
bouncing back a few times, until being 
seemingly stabilized in the Süper Lig 
since their 2012 promotion.

It is since that promotion for the 2012-2013 
season that the club replaced their grass pitch 
at the Kasımpaşa Stadium with a synthetic turf 
pitch. Indeed, after renovating the stadium in 
2004, raising its capacity, the club decided to this 
time innovate in terms of playing surface. 

These important changes enabled the stadium to 
become a multi-purpose modern sports complex, 
making it one of the favourite sports facilities in 
Istanbul.

In terms of synthetic turf, the advantages brought 
by its installation by Kasımpaşa can be summarised 
by the fact that it is 55 mm premium synthetic 
grass. This turf has characteristics such as a 
composition of 55mm fibrillated fibres, allowing 
high performance use in any climatic conditions. 
Moreover, the surface is player-friendly as it 
provides easy movement capability. Its granulated 
system gives a great balance in performance as 
it prevents excessive sliding without making it a 
turf where players cannot slide tackle properly, 
also providing good impact absorption, therefore 
protecting players against injuries.

This synthetic turf pitch allows Kasımpaşa to 
play on a surface of consistent high quality, 
which favours football games with high technical 
quality from the players and high intensity. The 
club hopes to combine this appealing type of 
football with results, continuing to make their 
home ground a nightmare for the opposition.

The field was built in cooperation by local contractors, 
Real Civil Engineers and Act Global’s own contractors. 
The company has a skilled installation crew in Africa 
to offer the best in local technical ability, who work 
alongside Act’s European installers to achieve top 
performance standards.

The pitch is part of a larger renovation to the 
Chiwembe Technical and Development Centre, 
to include an office block, hostels, a kitchen and 
cafeteria. This will be used as a training base for the 
development of Malawi football clubs and players in 
Malawi, with a special focus on youth development. 
The FIFA Recommended Mark indicates one of the 
top playing surfaces in the world, and Chiwembe 
Technical Center is now capable of hosting Super 
League and Cup games.

The new 3G pitch installed at the Chiwembe Technical and Development Centre in 
Malawi, Africa, has become one of the finest synthetic turf playing surfaces, certified 
to FIFA level play – providing a top playing surface for both football players and youth 
sporting development.
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WIDELY PRAISED FOOTBALL 
PITCH AT CARDIFF 
METROPOLITAN UNIVERSITY

A SYNTHETIC TURF SYSTEM 
READY FOR A NEW LIFE  
IN NORWAY

As a global university seeking to provide optimal education as well as the best sports 
facilities - for leisure and high-level competition - to its students, it is naturally that Cardiff 
Metropolitan University sought a top-quality sports surface. This was primarily intended 
to a football pitch but could be used for many other sports.  The criteria which the 
playing surface had to answer was sustaining peak performance all year round hosting 
competitive matches, this being under heavy usage.

Synthetic turf was able to guaranty such conditions 
and after extensive research, the university awarded 
its confidence to a Soccer Real 50XQ surface. Such 
research involved looking at similar existing football 
pitches and visiting the one at Nottingham Forest 
Indoor Academy for example. The installation of this 
synthetic turf pitch was completed in November 2013 
and boasts FIFA 2-star accreditation.

This high quality status is enabled by particular turf 
characteristics. Indeed, the pitch features a 15mm 
rubber shock pad for optimal shock absorption. 
This third generation synthetic turf also consists 
of 50mm fibres of two unique types, filled with 

rubber and sand. The resulting ball roll and bounce 
is highly equivalent to that of natural grass pitches 
cut short, but with high durability, low maintenance 
and complete reliability all year in addition. The 
interaction between the players and the surface is 
also safe, with low injury occurrence.

Chris Jennings, assistant director of sport at Cardiff 
Metropolitan University commented: “The final 
outcome (of the installation) is a facility that has been 
highly praised by visiting teams, league officials and 
professional clubs.”

Aspmyra Stadion is a football stadium in 
Bodø, Norway. It is the home ground to 
two Norwegian professional football clubs: 
FK Bodø/Glimt playing in Tippeligaen 
(men’s first division) and IK Grand Bodø in 
Toppserien (women’s first division). The 
stadium can hold up to 7,354 spectators. 
Among main features, its football pitch is 
made out of synthetic turf grass since May 
2006, making it one of the four Tippeligaen 
stadiums equipped with this surface. 

It is no surprise that Norwegian football has 
developed such use of synthetic turf as winters 
can be very harsh on natural grass, often 
causing high maintenance expenses and match 
postponements due to damaged pitches. 
Decision-makers at the Aspmyra Stadion have 

therefore followed the path of using synthetic 
turf back in 2006. At that time and after extensive 
research and testing, a re-bounce® shock pad 
was installed along with the synthetic turf, 
having proved highly performing. Indeed, this 
level of performance is demonstrated through 
a predictable bounce of the ball throughout the 
entire year, excellent shock absorption, injury 
reduction and increased player comfort and 
performance.

Increased life expectancy is also a main feature 
of this synthetic turf. Its shock pad contributes to 
a large extent to that durability. Before getting 
selected, this particular shock pad underwent 
testing along with many other shock pads by 
a group consisting of football players testing 
different synthetic turf systems in Europe, all with 
different shock pads.

The result was that during 8 years of intensive 
use by the Norwegian first league football team 
FK Bodø/Glimt the pitch obtained the highest 
certification year after year. Moreover, it was 
decided during the 2014 summer to replace the 
synthetic turf system at the Aspmyra Stadium 
with a new one, again with the proven re-bounce® 
shock pad. Since the previous shock pad was still 
in excellent shape, demonstrating its formidable 
resistance and durability, it was able to be 
reinstalled for another synthetic turf pitch in 
Saltstraumen, still in Norway, starting a second life 
at a different location.
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SWISS FIRST DIVISION FOOTBALL 
STADIUM FEATURES SYNTHETIC 
TURF SINCE INAUGURATION
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In the current football season twelve clubs in the Jupiler League (Dutch First Division) will 
play their home matches on synthetic turf, eleven of these on synthetic turf fibres from 
TenCate Grass. Six clubs in the Dutch Premier League also have synthetic turf, five with 
synthetic turf fibres from TenCate Grass.

SBV Excelsior is already familiar with playing on 
synthetic turf at home as there has been synthetic 
turf in the Woudestein Stadium since 2010. ‘We 
have now opted for a new turf surface,’ explained 
the general director Ferry de Haan earlier to a local 
news station. ‘It will be a faster field, without the 
black rubber granules that you saw flying up every 
time.’ The choice fell on GreenFields® MX Trimension, 
a woven synthetic turf system that utilizes the 
synthetic turf fibres of TenCate Grass. It has been 
approved according to the FIFA 2 Star standard. The 
infill consists of green coated granules of synthetic 
rubber (SBR). As the grass yarns are packed closely 
together, less infill is necessary.

The first kick-off was on Saturday 28 June and 
introduced players and trainer Marinus Dijkhuizen of 
Excelsior to the GreenFields® MX Trimension system. 
They are well pleased with the attractiveness, 
evenness and natural appearance of the surface. 
The colours are brighter and the (sprayed) white 
line markings look fresher than before. That 
Saturday general director Ferry de Haan, head of 
communication Vincent Wernke and mascot Woutje 
praised the new playing field in similar terms. 

Not only do the first team and the youth teams 
train and play on the field, but social activities also 
take place. ‘There is something to do nearly every 
day,’ says Vincent Wernke. And just as in the Polman 
Stadium in Almelo, towards the end of a match the 
youngsters are already dreaming of kicking a ball 
around on the field come the final whistle.

Talks about replacing the existing synthetic 
field in Woudestein Stadium began even before 
promotion to the top division was an fact. 
‘Nothing beats a perfect natural grass surface, 
but where can you find one of those nowadays?’ 
says general manager Ferry de Haan. ‘We are a 
progressive club that’s keen to develop talent. 
We got talking to one another through the 
tender. The advance of synthetic grass is a good 
development. The conditions are always the same 
for everyone. We want to go along with this and 
contribute to the development.’

Inaugurated in July 2011 as the Arena Thun, the now-called Stockhorn Arena (following 
a partnership deal in2014) is a football stadium located in the Swiss city of Thun. It is the 
home ground of Swiss Super League side FC Thun and holds a capacity of 10,000 spectators. 
Since its opening, the stadium has hosted FC Thun’s fixtures on synthetic turf.

Back in 2010 when their new stadium was in 
construction, FC Thun decided, unlike FC Luzern 
and their new stadium being built at the same 
time, to install a synthetic turf pitch. Therefore 
8214 square meters of FIFA 2-star certified 
synthetic grass were laid a few weeks before the 
inauguration of the stadium.

This choice of surface was partly informed by an 
economic aspect. “The synthetic turf allows us 
the simultaneous planning and implementation 
of match day operations as well as other types of 
events and gives us the greatest possible flexibility. 
This is imperative for the management of a stadium 
of that size, “said club CEO Alain Kappeler. As to the 
sporting aspect, synthetic turf was seen positively 
by FC Thun and its supporters because the club was 
used to bringing home great results from different 

away games at venues with this surface (successive 
wins at Neuchâtel Xamax and canton rivals Young 
Boys Bern).

Another aspect that supported the choice of 
installing synthetic turf was its all-weather 
playability. Indeed, the synthetic turf has high 
water permeability and is playable in all weather 
conditions. Pitch conditions at the beginning of 
2011 in the previous stadium with natural grass 
finished to convince FC Thun about the benefits of 
synthetic turf as the players had to play regularly on 
a “potato field”. Therefore, according to Reto Bloesch, 
media officer of FC Thun, “It makes for us sense that 
we have opted for synthetic turf”.

‘SYNTHETIC TURF IS A  
WORLD SOLUTION’
TENCATE GRASS



When a community or club decides to install 
a new surface for its sports field, the quality 
level of the turf as well as its convenience for 
everyone likely to use it, at the social level, 
remains among the most important criteria 
when choosing the playing surface to  
be installed.

When a new football synthetic turf pitch was installed back in January 2012 
at Oxford City Football Club’s home, there was great hope that it would highly 
benefit not only the club, but also the surrounding sportspeople community. 

A PARADISE SYNTHETIC TURF 
PITCH FOR FC PARADISO

SYNTHETIC TURF-DRIVEN 
SUCCESS AT OXFORD CITY FC

In this regard, the sports centre of Pian Scaiorolo, located in 
the Swiss city of Lugano, has opted for a synthetic turf pitch. 
The field is used by FC Paradiso, a local football club playing 
in Swiss lower divisions, but also by other surrounding clubs 
and various associations. By itself, FC Paradiso is composed 
of a total of 13 teams of all ages, with approximately 280 
players involved. So added to the rest of the users, the pitch 
is subject to a high playing frequency.

This was obviously taken into account when choosing a 
synthetic turf, by the municipality of Lugano which owns 
the sports centre. Thanks to that playing surface, the 
managers were able to increase significantly the number 
of hours of pitch use – 70 hours now, which is 4 times 

the amount for a natural grass pitch. So speaking about 
convenience, this aspect is a huge step towards pleasing all 
teams training and playing matches on the surface which 
remains intact in terms of quality over time.

This synthetic turf pitch also constitutes a high performing 
field in terms of playing conditions which could satisfy 
needs of professional teams. Indeed, it is composed of 
innovative technologies such as the 62 Lesmo HD Geofill 
N system: 62mm of fibre height, 3 colour tonalities for an 
even better natural looking and Geofill infill composed of 
ecological natural materials.

This new installation was part of a larger project of sports facilities constructions at Oxford’s 
Court Place Farm, also home of Oxford City Football Club, playing in the Conference North, 
English football’s sixth division. This £2.1m project, which took three years from planning to 
completion, also includes six floodlit netball court.

All people involved in the conception of the project and who attached great hope to its success 
and profitability for local sports were proved right for having undertaken this task. Indeed, the 
new synthetic turf pitch for instance had massive success with community sportspeople of all 
abilities, as Oxford City Chairman Brian Cox said: “It is always used. We could have three of them 
and still fill them. People are ringing up all the time.” The pitch is used to its maximum, firstly 
serving Oxford City FC, then also the Oxford University Rugby League team, Oxford United FC 
when the weather affects their own training pitches and also many other groups.

This intense and diverse activity on the pitch is only possible thanks to the synthetic turf 
surface, which offers the required resistance and quality consistency all year round. The football 
and rugby combination would be lethal to a natural grass pitch, especially in winter, and would 
be very costly to repair or replace. New developments have also been enabled by the existence 
of the synthetic turf field, as mentioned by Colin Taylor, managing director and charity trustee 
of Oxford City Football Club. He said: “The last 12 months has raised the whole profile of Oxford 
City FC and we have made many new friends, building on our strong community principles”.

THE “VICENTE DEL BOSQUE” 
FOOTBALL FIELD RECEIVES FIFA 
2-STAR QUALITY CERTIFICATION
Last month, the “Vicente Del Bosque” football 
field in Spain received the FIFA 2-star quality 
certification for synthetic turf. This football pitch is 
part of the Ciutat Esportiva Camilo Cano located 
in La Nucia, near Alicante in Spain.

This high qualification awarded by FIFA has only been given 
to three synthetic turf pitches throughout Spain. To receive 
this certification, the “Vicente Del Bosque” football field 
passed a quality audit performed by a laboratory approved 
by FIFA.  Indeed, the Institute of Biomechanics of Valencia 
(IBV), which is one of the few laboratories approved by FIFA 
worldwide, performed during a day various quality tests 

(ball-surface and player-surface interaction). As the test 
results were very positive, IBV sent a report to FIFA, which 
assessed it and issued the 2-star certification.

As a result, the awarded certificate was delivered on the 
20th of February to Sergio Villalba, sports Councillor at the 
town of La Nucia. “The award of this FIFA two star certificate 
is excellent news for football, for the Ciutat Esportiva Camilo 
Cano and local sports in general. It is a global distinction to 
certify that our “Vicente del Bosque” synthetic turf football 
fields are of the highest quality. This leap in quality increases 
the attraction power of our sports complex. This means 
that from now on any international football match of any 
category could be played on our pitch”, said Sergio Villalba.

“The last 12 months has raised the whole profile of Oxford 
City FC and we have made many new friends, building on 
our strong community principles”
Colin Taylor 
Managind Director & Charity Trustee 
Oxford City FC
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FC SLOVAN 
LIBEREC WITH 
A SYNTHETIC 
TURF FIELD ON 
DISPLAY FOR 
TRAINING

THE 
GAMMLIAVALLEN 
IN SWEDEN
HOME TO TOP EUROPEAN 
WOMEN’S FOOTBALL CLUB

FC Slovan Liberec is one of the most renowned 
football clubs in Czech Republic. It was founded in 
1958 and is based in the city of Liberec, in the north of 
Czech Republic. The club is one of the most successful 
in the country and competes regularly in the UEFA 
Europa League, although most of the time in the 
qualifying stages.

The club plays its home games at the Stadion u Nisy 
of a capacity of about 10,000 seated spectators, this is 
a stadium that also occasionally hosts matches of the 
Czech Republic national team.  FC Slovan Liberec is 
also a club that has advanced training facilities as they 
have a state-of-the-art synthetic turf field on display at 
their training ground. This surface has been certified 
2-star quality according to the FIFA quality programme 
for football turf for the current period between August 
2014 and August 2015.

Such achievement is explained by the fact that this 
training field has one of the highest qualified series 
of grass, being designed for extremely exposed 
surfaces in professional football. Indeed, this turf is 
made of exceptionally durable fibers.  Also, thanks to 
a carefully crafted construction, the lawn achieves top 
characteristics of ball rolling, speed and bouncing and 
is in addition convenient for players. The colour scheme 
of the grass blades is also aesthetically pleasing.

T3 Arena, formerly known as Gammliavallen, was 
inaugurated June 7, 1925. It is Umeå’s main football 
stadium, the city located in the North-East of 
Sweden. The ground holds a capacity of about 9000 
spectators, though its attendance record peaked to 
12,127 spectators in 1996 when Umeå FC met IFK 
Göteborg in the Swedish football top division.

From 2003, the Gammliavallen has been equipped 
with synthetic turf. From 2009 to 2011, renovations 
and refurbishments took place at the stadium. The 
athletics track was removed since it was decided to 
build a new one next door. The football pitch was 
then moved closer to the main grandstand while 
the older stands, which were moved to the nextdoor 
athletics facility, were replaced by wooden stands. 
During the same period, in 2009, the synthetic turf 
pitch was replaced by one that meets two-star quality 
status in accordance with FIFA. This means that the 
pitch is qualified to host European club tournaments.

As a result, elite players of international women’s 
football have been regular visitors to Umeå, as 
Gammliavallen has been the venue for the UEFA 
Women’s Champions League final three times 
already. On a regular basis, T3 Arena is home to the 
very successful women’s football side Umeå IK in 
the top division (Damallsvenskan) and Umeå FC in 
men’s football.
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SCOTTISH BUSINESS  
INNOVATION AWARDS
BONAR YARNS & FABRICS LTD
This year Bonar Yarns was presented with the opportunity to enter various award ceremonies for 
innovative new products and projects. Alongside FIFA Preferred Producer and valued customer, 
Act Global, Bonar Yarns were shortlisted for the Scottish Business Innovation Awards, under the 
‘best new sports product or service’ category, in partnership with Sporting Chance Initiative.

This year Bonar Yarns was presented with the 
opportunity to enter various award ceremonies for 
innovative new products and projects. Alongside FIFA 
Preferred Producer and valued customer, Act Global, 
Bonar Yarns were shortlisted for the Scottish Business 
Innovation Awards, under the ‘best new sports product 
or service’ category, in partnership with Sporting 
Chance Initiative.

The Best New Sports Product or Service category is 
for a Scottish small- or medium-sized business (SME) 
which has, in the last 3 years, developed and launched 
the best new sports or physical activity-related product 
or service. The award will recognise and reward 
the very best and most innovative businesses and 
individuals in the Scottish sport industry.

Stirling-based Sporting Chance Initiative, Scotland’s 
only hub for innovation in sports business, is the 
driving force behind the Sports Business Innovation 
Awards. Since 2011, SCI has supported 693 small to 
medium sized enterprises, creating/safeguarding an 
estimated 522 jobs and adding a predicted £6.04m 
to their collective turnover.

As one of five finalists, there was some very tough 
competition with new sports products and services 
ranging from unique children’s golf clubs to 
motorcycle accessories and synthetic turf – each 
company developing incredible new products for 
various aspects of the sporting market.

The entire event was a glittering success, and 
presented valuable opportunities for Bonar Yarns to 
meet various contacts within the sport industry.

Although Bonar Yarns unfortunately did not win 
the ‘best new sports product or service’ award, 
we were lucky enough to be considered and then 
shortlisted as finalists – and we take great pride in 
our achievement.

Congratulations to all of the award winners and 
nominees for their spectacular achievements in 
relation to sport and the sporting industry.



TOXICOLOGY STATEMENT: 
HEAVY METALS
BONAR YARNS & FABRICS LTD
Bonar Yarns endorses the recent work carried out by the Synthetic Turf Council 
(STC) regarding the investigation into the use of lead in synthetic turf, particularly in 
reference to the recent USA Today article. Bonar Yarns welcomes the US Consumer 
Products Safety Commission (CSPC) statement confirming that synthetic turf is not 
harmful for all users – from athletes to young children.

Bonar Yarns prides itself on its responsibility 
to the environment and to manufacturing in a 
responsible manner. Bonar Yarns were amongst 
the first yarn producers to offer environmentally 
friendly raw materials as early as 1999. All Bonar 
Yarns grass products are produced to conform 
to the DIN 18035-7 standard for the leaching of 
lead and other heavy metals into the surrounding 
environment.

Bonar Yarns does not knowingly add heavy metals. 
According to current legislation heavy metals 
commonly are described as lead, cadmium, total 
chromium – including hexavalent chromium 
– mercury, tin and zinc. In addition we include 
antimony, and other chemicals included on Annex 
XIV of REACH regulation (EC) No. 1907/2006.

All Bonar Yarns products are tested according to 
the EN 71-3 - this European standard contains 
strict safety requirements for the migration of 
certain elements in various categories of toy 
materials. All Bonar Yarn products pass these 
requirements; therefore we conclude the yarn 
products produced are 100% safe – even for 
young children to play on/use.

Furthermore we ensure that all our suppliers are 
compliant. 

In order to ensure that Bonar Yarns meets these 
standards, the following activities are conducted 
on a continuous basis:

• Detailed information is obtained on 
specification and declaration from suppliers of 
raw materials to Bonar Yarns.

• Incoming and finished goods are tested for 
heavy metal contents.

• We prevent and verify that no heavy metals 
are generated during the production process.

Bonar Yarns remains steadfast in its dedication 
to environmentally friendly production, from 
raw materials to finished product, and supports 
industry-wide initiatives to make the grass 
business even “greener”.

*Bonar Yarns synthetic grass yarns are produced in 
Dundee and Abu Dhabi.

Greatness is in the Detail

STANDARD DE LIÈGE SUPPLIES 
TWO SYNTHETIC TURF FIELDS 
TO YOUTH ACADEMY
Very recently, Belgium prestigious football club Standard de Liège sought to replace 
two of its football fields at its renowned youth academy, the Robert Louis-Dreyfus 
Academy. In this regard, the club decided to swop two natural grass pitches for two 
synthetic turf pitches. Indeed, this type of surface was needed to make the academy 
improve the general facilities offering to its talented youngsters.

Standard de Liège saw two main benefits to installing 
two synthetic turf pitches. Such advantages are 
the easy and low-cost maintenance required for 
this surface as well as the high rate of playability 
guaranteed. The project was also facilitated by the 
club’s enthusiasm towards synthetic turf, notably 
characterized by the fact that club chairman Roland 
Duchâtelet has been a proponent of synthetic grass 
for quite a while.

In total, the club transformed 23 000 square metres 
of natural grass into last generation synthetic turf 
last year. In fact, this particular surface was chosen by 
the club among big competition between different 
bidders in the turf manufacturing market. Technically, 
the surface is composed of 100% polyethylene 
monofilament yarn filled with sand and rubber. 
This composition offers great characteristics to the 

fields and therefore satisfaction to the owners, as 
highlighted by one of the manufacturer’s managers 
Willem Van Lancker who was involved in the deal: 
“Our customer was delighted. The new pitches 
have great softness and excellent shock absorption, 
guaranteeing that players can slide and tackle worry-
free. Its unique twist lock technology, boasting 
two forms of fibres twisted together in the yarn, 
guarantees both great durability and greenness”.

After Manchester United, Standard de Liège is the 
second big club in Europe to train on this particular 
turf system. This surface now offers a great tool to 
support the club’s young player development policy 
destined to ensure its sustainability. It contributes 
to provide its youngsters with optimal training 
conditions to maximise their development potential.
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B - 1160 Brussels  
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Dates for diary 2015

June 9th – ESTO Council Meeting, Milan

June 15th – ESTO Working Group Meetings, Amsterdam

June 16th – ESTO Technical Committee, Amsterdam

June 16th – ESTO Turf and Yarn Business Directors Club, Amsterdam

September 14th – ESTO Technical Committee, Amsterdam

September 15-16th – ESTO Congress- Rome

October 28th – ESTO BIG TURF NETWORKING PARTY and AWARDS

E X PA N D  H O R I Z O N S
www.tencategrass.com


